Cambian Wisbech School

Week Commencing: 22.02.2021

Topics Covered:
• Zoom
lessons
• Forest
School

CD has completed his diorama
of his habitat of the penguins.

• Ancient
Egypt- The
Afterlife
• CookingRice
Krispes
• Smarties
Quiz
• MathsGraphs and
Fractions
• EnglishExplanation
texts
• ScienceHuman
stages

Description of the week: This week the Puffins class have been writing explanation
texts all about the embalming(mummification) process in Ancient Egypt. In maths they
have been interpreting and creating bar charts and line graphs; extracting data from
them. In science they have looked at the various stages of human development up to
old age. Finally, in history they have studied the weighing of the heart ceremony of
Ancient Egypt and their beliefs in the after-life. At forest school they had great fun
playing camouflaging games. In Smarties they have watched an interesting
documentary about how archaeologists work and what they do when they discover a
tomb, it followed the journey of discovery to analysing the remains to work out who
was buried there and what their life might have been like. This encouraged a lot of
discussions about Ancient Egypt and how life has changed. In English they have been
writing explanation texts about the mummification process which links to all of the
learning they have been doing in humanities. In science, the smarties have been
learning about the muscles in our bodies and how they help us to move. In maths, they
have been learning about how fractions, decimals and percentages link. The children
have worked fantastically well and shown a great understanding of this concept.
During Forest School this week, they started to chop some trees down, took care or
the fire. They have also interacted positively with staff playing team building games.

Quotes:

• Art
• PE

“Where is the class”-DBL
when Puffins were playing
the Camouflage game in the
Forest

BS2 has been growing his own Cress
at home during the lockdown.

Smarties class identifying the different muscles
within the human body.

Maths work
completed by
Smarties class

JB cookingRice
Krispies

DC has made a lovely
Macaroni cheese
working from home.

